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Abstract
The present study suggests a hybrid new fuzzy-genetic algorithm
for solving the job shop scheduling problem. Traditional
scheduling method does not keep pace with the requirements of
the development in the field of manufacturing. Therefore, the
current proposed algorithm offers a hybrid intelligent solution
between two approaches: genetic algorithm to arrange the jobs
randomly, and applied fuzzy logic to build objective function for
genetic algorithm. All these are to find optimal degree of
satisfaction that achieves optimal chain to schedule a production
order using function max(min(satisfaction degree)). The present
study includes the modeling of the objective function and
adopting a fuzzy logic to solve the issue of scheduling production
orders. The matlab is used for Programmable fuzzy Logic,
whereas the C++ is used for programming the genetic algorithm
with mechanism for linking C++ and matlab. Finally, the
algorithm is tested on instances of 10 working procedures (jobs)
and 3 machines. The result shows that the hybrid fuzzy-genetic
algorithm has been successfully applied to the job shop
scheduling problems.
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1. Introduction
Scheduling is widely defined as the process of assigning a
set of jobs to resources over a period of time . Effective
scheduling plays a very important role in today’s
competitive manufacturing environment. Performance
criteria such as machine utilization, manufacturing lead
times, inventory costs, meeting due dates, customer
satisfaction, and quality of products are all dependent on
how efficiently the jobs are scheduled in the system.
Hence, it becomes increasingly important to develop
effective scheduling approaches that help in achieving the
desired objectives[4,7] .
The scheduling and planning a production order have an
important role in the manufacturing system. The diversity

of products, increased number of orders, the increased
number and size of workshops and expansion of factories
have made the issue of scheduling production orders more
complicated, hence the traditional methods of optimization
are unable to solve them [7,10]. Genetic algorithms are
stochastic global optimization methods inspired by the
biological mechanisms of evolution and heredity, which
have been widely used for scheduling problem in recent
years [8].
With respect to related studies, one study suggested a
genetic algorithm for scheduling a number of jobs on
several machines. Each chromosome is divided into two
parts: the first is related with machines and the second is
for jobs. Fuzzy logic functions are utilized to calculate the
degree of completion time and due date [1]. In the same
direction [2] proposed two approaches: Jobs Sequencing
List Oriented Genetic Algorithm and Operations Machines
Coding. The Oriented Genetic Algorithm has been
implemented and compared for solving the Job-Shop
scheduling problem. Each approach has its own coding,
evaluation function, crossovers and mutations applicable
in Job-Shop scheduling problem to minimize the workload
of the most loaded machine and the total workload of the
machines. Jobs Sequencing List Oriented Genetic
Algorithm has been found to be the best out of two
approaches to minimize the objectives. While [11]
improved genetic algorithm to solve the job shop
scheduling problems (JSP) through proposing Taguchibased genetic algorithm. The TBGA combines the
powerful global exploration capabilities of conventional
genetic algorithm (GA) with the Taguchi method that
exploits optimal offspring.
In this research, the job shop problem is considered. The
order production contains n jobs J1,..., Jn with given
release dates r1,..., rn and due dates d1,...,dn to be
scheduled on a set of m machines M1,...,Mm . Each job
j=1,…,n consists of a set of operations determined by a
process plan that specifies precedence constraints imposed
on the operations. Each order contains N products (J1,
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J2, ..., Jn) on M of the machines (M1, M2, .. Mm), and
there are several probabilities to arrange business Ji and
pass it orderly on the machines. Thus, the research domain
is very wide and the intervention may be in context of
NP-hard problem for the possibility to generate several
different sequences of jobs per order.
This research has used genetic algorithm to solve the
problem of selecting an optimum arrangement for jobs.
But the problem faced by researchers is to build a special
objective function for genetic algorithm. On this basis, a
fuzzy hybrid degree of satisfaction has been adopted to be
used as an objective function of hybrid fuzzy-genetic
algorithm which is proposed in this research, taking into
consideration that the system handles open number of jobs
and machines. The present study aims to: address the
problem of compatibility and integration of hybridization
for fuzzy logic and genetic algorithm programmatically
and philosophically to be as a new and innovative idea to
schedule business.
The large-scale projects often face critical circumstances
that prevent accomplishment time, so the research depends
on max(min (sat. degree)) as an objective function.
The philosophy of the best worst in the design of objective
function is adopted for fuzzy-genetic algorithm to achieve
the proposed idea and accordingly get optimal scheduling
of jobs. The lowest degree of satisfaction in this series is
larger than the lowest level of satisfaction of any other
chain within the search space .

2. Providing the basic requirements of the
proposed algorithm
The proposed system requires providing of several
requirements to support the production manager to make
decisions about releasing a production order. The
requirements are as follows:
1. Preparation of production order file (order.dat):
The structure of order.dat file represents the order details
in terms of the product with code, release_date (first r_inf
and final r_sub) and the due_date (first d_inf and final
d_sub) for each product in the order. The product passes
through several machines (operations), so the processing
time is required for each product on all the machines in the
production line (routing). Even if we assume that the Pi j
represents the processing time for the product i on the
machine j, where i = 1 ... n and j = 1 ... m and n represents
the number of products in the order and m represents the
number of machines in the workshop. The three processing
times (optimistic p_a most likely p_b and pessimistic p_c)
for each m machines determined in order.dat file. So that,
the file structure of order.dat to the process of initializing a
single product on the two machines is shown in table (1).
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2. Preparations of Proposed Genetic Algorithm Parameters:
Table(2) illustrates the parameters of genetic algorithm,
as identified by the researchers.

3. Preparations of Fuzzy Logic Parameters:
All Parameters are initialized in C++ language,
release_date and due_date are read directly from the file
order.dat and all these parameters are transferred to
MATLAB. The following equations show how the
coefficient of the time accomplishment is calculated
[1,9,13] .

4. The general outline of the proposed hybrid algorithm:
Genetic algorithm was proposed to schedule production
orders (which are programmed using C++) and, choose
Fuzzy logic, which is programmed using MATLAB) as an
fuzzy objective function to find optimal sequence for an
order products. Figure (1) illustrates the general outline of
the proposed hybrid algorithm.
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initialized randomly and ten jobs are ordered randomly.
Table (4) shows the first generation as stated in one of
implementation cases. Each gene represents the product
code in the order file.

3.Callingthe fuzzy algorithm, which is designed to be
fuzzy objective function for the proposed genetic
algorithm, so, at the same direction, the research used
triangular fuzzy release date , due date and comp_time
respectively. As shown in figure(2) and (3), fuzzy
release date 𝑅 , denoted by a doublet ( rinf , rsup ) is
described by 𝜇𝑅 (rinf)=0 , 𝜇𝑅 (rsup)=1. Fuzzy due date
𝐷 , denoted by a doublet (dinf , dsup) is described by

𝜇𝐷 (dinf)=0 , 𝜇𝐷 (dsup)=1 [13],and fuzzy comp_time 𝐶
denoted by (c1 , c2 , c3) , where 𝜇𝐶 (c1)=0,𝜇𝐶 (c2)=1
and 𝜇𝐶 (c3)=0.

3.

Designing a hybrid algorithm
scheduling production orders

and

Hybrid algorithm was designed using the C++ language ,
and has been implemented in matlab environment. The
implementation strategy is made according to the
following sequent steps:
1. Reading the order.dat file: as shown in the table (3),
where order of ten jobs is performed on three machines.
No._of_jobs= 10
No._of_machines= 3

Three fuzziness criteria are computed and retrieved for
each job (gene) in all chromosomes: the objective function
represented in a degree of satisfaction SG and the
beginning and end time (st , et) respectively is determined
as follows:
Repeat for each job (gene) in all chromosomes
if dinf = c2 or dinf = c3 or c2 < dinf < c3
SG=1
St = round ( dinf - rsup )/2
et = dinf
else
calculate SG , st and et by :
o

Sharing point between
will determine et on x-axis and SG

on y-axis.

The crossing point between 𝑅 and SG
will determine st on x-axis
Endif
End repeat

o

Table(5) shows the values of fuzziness objective
function for the fifth chromosome in the first generation .

2. Applying the genetic algorithm: the population size
under study is six chromosomes, so the first generation is
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program for hybrid algorithm (main.cpp) has been
implemented and the results as follows:
A: The intermediate results of implementation and the
final optimal scheduling result for order.dat are
described below:

4. Calculating the first part of the objective function min
(satisfaction degree),which represents the intermediate
results, which are less degree of satisfaction for each
chromosome of the current generation. The less degree
of satisfaction for each chromosome is stored in
crom_mdl_rslt(i), where i= 1,...,6. as shown in table(5).
Note that the less degree of satisfaction for the fifth
chromosome in the first generation is 0.11364. It is
worth mentioning that the SD for second chromosome =
0, so it has less degree of satisfaction among the first
generation chromosomes. Therefore, crom_mdl_rslt(2)=
0 and crom_mdl_rslt(5) = 0.11364.
5. Creating the second part of the objective function
max(min(satisfaction degree), which represents the final
outcome of the optimal degree of satisfaction in the
current generation by choosing the chromosome that
achieves the highest (best) degree of satisfaction among
chromosomes
in
intermediate
results
(worst)
crom_mdl_rslt. This means selecting the best among the
worst max(crom_mdl_rslt) and then storing in the vector
gnr_fnl_rslt(i), where i=1,..,20. And, fifth chromosome
is the best worst in the first generation and so the
gnr_fnl_rslt(1)='afcjebgdih'.
6.Two parents are selected randomly from the current
generation, then one of the parents is chosen according
to the best degree of satisfaction and this process is
repeated until the selection of all parents is done.
7. Crossover process between two consecutive parents to
create offspring, on the condition that the gene is not
repeated (duplicated) more than once per chromosome
by applying the PMX method.
8.Mutation process for all offspring through exchanging
two genes chosen randomly.
9.Repeating the previous steps, starting from the third step
for the establishment of 20 generations.
10.After the completion of the generating of all 20
populations, finding the best chromosome within vector
max(gnr_fnl_rslt(i)(, where i= 1,…,20, which is the
optimal solution to the scheduling of the order.

4. Implementation of Hybrid Fuzz-genetic
algorithm
The hybrid algorithm has been applied to a production
order. The details are shown in the table(3). The integrated
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B. Figure (4) and (5) illustrate the Gantt charts for the
worst (1st 20 generations) and optimal solution (5th 20
generation) respectively.
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to scheduling2. Consequently, these results give more
flexibility to the technical manager of the project for
making a wise decision supported by intelligent
techniques on the selection of optimal and best
scheduling for the company to complete the project (i.e.
the choice between scheduling the first in the case of
adopting min(max(end)) and recent in the case of
adopting Max (Min (SD)).

D. The application results have confirmed that the time
rate required to complete a single generation is three
hundredth of a second (Elapsed time is 0.031 seconds).
In other words, the time required to complete the 20
generations and show the best solution is 0.62 or 62
hundredth of a second.
E. The application results have also indicated that the best
implementation schedule of the order is obtained
through the first ten generations usually. Table(7)
shows sequences as various order schedules include
their own degree of satisfaction with those obtained
during the application. Figure(6) shows optimal
solutions chart for twenty generations.

C. All the results of implementation begin at the same time
start(1'st job)= 2.666667 to all schedules, but the end
time of the last job differs from one schedule to
another Max(end) as shown in the table(6), which
summarizes the result of implementation. Results in
the schedule(2) show the highest degree of
satisfaction(SD = 1), but the end time of last job in that
scheduling is 87.857140 and this situation can be
applied to scheduling 3 also, it can be said that it
cannot rely Max (SD)as an objective function but its
max(end) < max(end) for schedule 2. This undoubtedly
supports the hypothesis of research based on a
proposal objective function Max (Min (SD)), which is
achieved by scheduling5. It is clear that the end time of
the last jobs scheduling (time of the completion of the
project) is78.571426 and thus has less time to
complete the project (for more than 8 hours) compared
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The criteria of fuzziness objective function for optimal
solution is (agcjeidfbh) as illustrated in Figure(7).

V. Conclusions and Future Works
The designed software has been implemented on an order
that contains ten jobs passed on three machines in the job
shop to be processed and delivered to the customer. The
results were as follows:
1.The proposed system is characterized by specifications
of two algorithms: (1)genetic characterized by
robustness, reliability and generality [5] as well as (2)
fuzzy logic through its ability to handle with incomplete
information and sometimes ambiguous[6].
2.The results of the application on several orders
confirmed that the best solution can be obtained in the
first ten generations of the twentieth generations planned.
In other words, best solution can be obtained in the first
half of the execution time.
3.There are several traditional ways to resolve the issue of
scheduling, but it turns out that the system designer gave
special support to resolve the issue of scheduling in a
contemporary, technical and intelligent manner,
depending on optimization.
4.Hybrid system can be classified as a decision support
system, which supports the managers to make their
decisions on production scheduling correctly and based
on modern and intelligent methods of hybrid.
5.The philosophy of the best worst adopted in the design
of objective function genetic algorithm has made the
issue of delivery of the order to the customer with the
least possible delay in due date.
In the same direction, the current research suggests the
concept of scheduling through:
1. Designing a hybrid system through neural networks
with genetic algorithm once and with fuzzy logic once
again to solve production scheduling problem.
2. Designing a hybrid fuzziness system to integrate the
philosophy of the best worst and the philosophy of the
highest degree of satisfaction to achieve compatibility
between them, and then compared their results with
those of the system designer in this current research.
3. Suggesting an objective function min(max(end)) instead
of max(min(SD)), especially in the absence of critical
conditions for the project.
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